


ü refer it, ü earn it! 

Retail Profit 
Buy @ Member Discount/Sell Retail = InstantInstantInstant Profit! 

Ways to earn Retail Profit: 

Tradeshows/Farmers Markets 

Friends/Family 

Gyms/Spas 

Independent Coffee & Tea Shops 

Health & Wellness Clinics 

Neighbors 

Co-Workers 

The possibilities are endless! Put money in your 
pocket instantly! Retail Profit can give ü more   
financial freedom. Plan that family vacation,    
relieve financial stress, start building up your      

retirement. Average Retail Profit is 50% to 60%. 
With the opportunity to make more money just by 

simply sharing cülbeans coffees & teas, ü can     
experience life more abundantly! 

No Qualifying / 5 Level Residual 

 

 
Joe 

Mary 

Jenni 

 

The Residual Compensation is like ü owning a franchise 
of coffee stores! Anyone ü refer and who they refer and 
who they refer, etc...down 5 levels! Bob is an example 

that ü can go as wide as ü like. As a Leader ü can earn 
even past the 5 level plan! 

*The Simplicity of Enhanced Affiliate Marketing* 
 No Qualifications for Starter Bonus and 5 Level Residual Compensation 

 No “CV” (Commissionable Volume) or “QV” (Qualifying Volume)- Cülbeans  
compensation pays on REAL dollar volume 

 No getting paid on just your “weak” leg, ü can create as many legs as ü like and get  
paid the same on every one of them 

There are no guarantees of income. If an Affiliate does not retail product and/or refer other members who purchase product, then there is no 
compensation. All income is determined by the sole efforts of the individual Affiliate. An Affiliate must be in active status in order to receive com-

pensation through the Affiliate Compensation Plan. See Terms and Conditions for definition and requirements of active status.   

10%10%  

5%5%  

5%5%  

$5-$10-$25 Starter Pack Bonuses  
Coffee Club Member:   CCM sale= $5    Affiliate Pack sale= $10   Affiliate PRO sale= $50 

 Enhanced Affiliate:       CCM sale= $5    Affiliate Pack sale= $25  Affiliate PRO sale= $100  

Bob  1st Level 

 2nd Level 

 3rd Level 

2% Worldwide Company Sales Pool  
10 active personally sponsored Affiliates                  

50,000 monthly Group Volume*                                   
Paid monthly 

Ted 
 4th Level 

3%3%  

Sue 
 5th Level 

2%2%  

Enhanced 
Affiliate 

10%10%  

 1st Level 

Affiliate Luxury / Car Bonus 
20,000 monthly group volume* = $400/mo                            
50,000 monthly group volume* = $600/mo                          
100,000 monthly group volume* = $750/mo                        

200,000 monthly group volume* = $1,000/mo 

Paid Monthly 

ü can use your Bonus for a Car payment or choose to 
receive ALL of it in cold hard cash!  

1% Leadership Bonus 
100,000 monthly group volume*                                                      

1% Bonus on your level 6 and below to next qualified 
Leader / Paid Monthly 

ü 

* No more than 50% from one leg  /  2 consecutive months 

Affiliate 
PRO 

Retail Affiliate      

Coffee Club Mem. 

**15%15%  

5%5%  

5%5%  

 1st Level 

 2nd Level 

 3rd Level 

 4th Level 

3%3%  

 5th Level 

2%2%  

*15% for 1st level on Affiliate PRO is for the first 30 days  

           Affiliate PRO:                CCM sale= $5    Affiliate Pack sale= $25  Affiliate PRO sale= $100  


